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Luigi Galleani, author of the anarchist classic, The End of An-
archism? (1925) was, during his lifetime, among the most signifi-
cant and best-known anarchist-communists. Largely forgotten for
decades he has recently been re-discovered by the generation of an-
archists politicized during the alternative globalization struggles.
A supporter of “propaganda by deed” Galleani’s weekly newspa-
per Cronaca Sovversiva, published while he was in exile in Amer-
ica, gained international attention during the trial of Sacco and
Vanzetti. The supposed association of the two accused anarchists
with the paper was used as evidence of their avowal of violence.

As a defender of “propaganda by deed,” the perspective used to
explain acts of violence and attacks on property, Galleani refused
to separate individual acts of rebellion from the context in which
they arose. Likewise he declined to separate individual acts of re-
bellion from the broader revolutionary process, seeing it as a nec-
essary phase between theoretical affirmation and insurrectionary
movement. For Galleani, there is no point in condemning such an
act because it originates in an intricate convergence of predispos-
ing conditions which, at certain times, demand it. Galleani presents
“propaganda by deed” as the manual counterpart to the intellectual



labour of speeches, writings, denunciations and public meetings.
One fulminates, the other acts; both are necessary.

Galleani draws a distinction between “anarchist-communism”
and “socialist-collectivism” and offers a critique of the “adminis-
trative government” or council which some socialists envision as
a replacement for the state. He also provides a strong defence of
the “free individual within the free society” (10) arguing against
even limited administration and representation. Galleani also estab-
lishes himself as a firm opponent of reformism, using economic as
well as political arguments to illustrate how reforms restore the ad-
vantage of capital, helping capitalists to revise and extend their rule.
Reforms (“the ballast the bourgeoisie throws overboard to lighten
s old boat in the hope of saving the sad cargo of its privileges from
sinking in the revolutionary storm,” 13) are the business of ruling
classes, not anarchists or socialists.

In place of short-ranged reformism Galleani advocates “tactics
of corrosion” and “continuous attack.” Galleani offers an imma-
nent view of anarchism, seeing anarchist proclivities in selfless acts
of aid and support in the present. Galleani also reminds his read-
ers that such acts are received with a joy and appreciation “never
greeted a commandment of god, an edict of a king, a law of parlia-
ment (27). Recognizing the daily contradictions and obstacles (jobs,
rent) anarchists face, he advocates, wherever possible, carving out
realms of autonomy, creativity and self-determination.

Such tactics should not be limited to pursuing material gains,
even though Galleani and his comrades were extremely poor, but
must seek a more extensive experience and deeper awareness in
various aspects of life. Galleani enthusiastically advocates “immedi-
ate attempts at partial expropriation” along with “individual rebel-
lion” and insurrection “for the sake of struggle itself” (12). Galleani
is also a proponent of “the inevitable use of force and violence” in
order to obtain the “unconditinoal surrender of the ruling classes”
(11), recognizing that, in the end they will only yield to force.
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In rather harsh terms, Galleani dismisses the supposed disagree-
ment between “individualist” anarchists and “organizational” anar-
chists as having no “really important basis,” characterizing it rather
as “only the result of incomprehension and equivocation, caused
more often by inaction and indolence than by bad faith, and which
hard experience is bound to dispel” (35). Galleani’s position derives
from his definition of anarchism as the struggle for a social condi-
tion inwhich the solidarity ofmaterial andmoral interests provides
the only link among individuals, in the absence of vicious compe-
tition. The character of solidarity is itself formed from spontaneity
and freedom. Communism, understood as a free co-operation of
people, and individualism, development of the individual free from
institutional authority, rather than being contradictory or incom-
patible, are complementary terms.

While championing free co-operation Galleani reserves little
sympathy for formal organizations, be they proletarian parties, pro-
grammatic groups or labour unions. Galleani rejects any notions
that anarchists, simply by virtue of being anarchists, would not
succumb to the hierarchies and authorities structured within orga-
nizations.

Galleani’s perspective is marked by a strong progressivism in
which anarchism is presented as an evolutionary phase beyond
socialism and he viewed human development in terms of the sat-
isfaction of an ever-growing variety of needs. He even proposed
that more complicated and extensive needs provide the index of
progress, both for individuals and communities. Furthermore he
viewed this development as no less than the increasing solidarity
of humans united in struggle against a natural world that he views
only as an adversary.
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